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Four-band extended Hubbard Hamiltonian for the one-dimensional cuprate Sr2CuO3: Distribution
of oxygen holes and its relation to strong intersite Coulomb interaction
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We have carried out experimental and theoretical studies of the unoccupied electronic structure of Sr2CuO3,
which can be regarded as the best realization of a one-dimensional model system containing cuprate chains. In
the polarization-dependent x-ray absorption spectra, the contributions to the upper Hubbard band from states
originating from the two inequivalent oxygen sites are energetically well separated. Theoretical analysis of the
measured hole distribution within cluster calculations reveals a markedly enhanced effective nearest-neighbor
intersite Coulomb interaction,Vpd;2 to 3 eV, or sizable contributions from next-nearest-neighbor interac-
tions, provided a finite on-site energy difference of the two inequivalent oxygen sitesDpp is taken into account.
Including next-nearest-neighbor interactions, reasonable agreement can be achieved with recent electron
energy-loss spectroscopy data from the same compound. The 2p oxygen orbital analysis of the unoccupied
electronic structure of the single-chain cuprate Sr2CuO3 reveals strong similarities with that of the double chain
compound SrCuO2.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quasi-one-dimensional~1D! cuprate compounds ar
model systems allowing experimental access to a numbe
basic physical phenomena in low dimensions, such as s
charge separation1,2 or the existence of a spin gap in ladd
materials depending on the number of legs.3 Among the ex-
tensive cuprate family, which is based upon compounds w
Cu21 ions in a fourfold coordinated oxygen environme
~the planar CuO4 plaquette!, the single chain built up of
corner-shared CuO4 plaquettes ~‘‘corner-shared linear
chain’’!, most ideally realized in Sr2CuO3, plays an impor-
tant role, as it is the basic structural element of more co
plex systems like the double chain in SrCuO2 and the ladder-
type structures. Figure 1 shows the crystal structure
Sr2CuO3 and SrCuO2.

At temperatures above 20 K Sr2CuO3 is the best known
realization of a spin-12 antiferromagnetic Heisenber
chain,4–6 showing what is possibly a record value for th
nearest-neighbor exchange integralJ'200 to 250 meV,
which significantly exceeds the corresponding values in
2D cuprates of 130 to 150 meV. The microscopic origin
this unexpected highJ value remains unclear at present7 and
its elucidation requires a detailed knowledge of the unde
ing electronic structure of the chain cuprates.

From the electronic point of view there is also consid
able general interest in comparing Sr2CuO3 with other mem-
bers of the growing cuprate family, especially with the p
ent compounds of the layered high-Tc superconductors
These parent compounds are typical charge transfer ins
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~16!/10752~14!/$15.00
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tors within the classification of Zaanen, Sawatzky, a
Allen.8 Interpreting various experimental or theoretical da
several authors have claimed that Sr2CuO3 is different, ex-
hibiting, for instance, a significantly reduced charge trans
energyDpd50.5 to 2.5 eV,9 derived from valence band pho

FIG. 1. Crystal structures of the linear chain cuprates Sr2CuO3

~left! and SrCuO2 ~right!. The corner-shared single and doub
chains are running along the direction of thea axis.
10 752 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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toemission data and Cu 2p core-level x-ray photoemissio
spectra~XPS!, to be compared with 3.5 to 4 eV for typica
2D cuprates.10 In order to reproduce the value of the expe
mental charge transfer gapEg51.560.3 eV derived from
He I ultraviolet photoemission combined with bremsstra
lung isochromat spectroscopy9 of Sr2CuO3, a significantly
enhanced nearest-neighbor intersite Coulomb interac
Vpd;2 eV has been suggested.10 Unfortunately, the Cu 2p
XPS is rather insensitive to the actual value ofVpd and to the
best of our knowledge its magnitude has not been estima
at least semiquantitatively, from experimental data for a
other cuprate compound, except the rough estimate of E
et al.11 based on various spectroscopic data of 2D and
cuprates, which yieldsVpd,1 eV. These relatively smal
values should be compared with various theoretical value
unscreened and screened interactions for the CuO2 plane. In

the ‘‘unscreened’’ caseVpd;4 to 6 eV has been estimate
by Stechel and Jennison12 and Rushanet al.,13 respectively,
andVpd;1 to 3 eV in the more realistic ‘‘screened’’ case.13

Furthermore,Vpd'0.860.25 eV and 1.260.5 eV has been
obtained by McMahanet al.14 and Hybertsenet al.,15,16 re-
spectively, from constrained local density approximati
~LDA ! calculations for La2CuO4. For the oxygen-oxygen in
tersite Coulomb interactionVpp'0.7 to 2 eV was estimated
in Ref. 12, while a negligibly small valueVpp,0.7 eV
within error bars was stated in Ref. 15.

In general, knowledge of the intersite Coulomb intera
tion is of interest for any quantitative realistic description
cuprate physics. Moreover, it is a key quantity for the cha
transfer between CuO3 chains and CuO2 planes in the
RBa2Cu3O61d high-Tc superconductors,17 as well as for
various possible charge density instabilities and related ph
separation scenarios induced by doping of the parent ch
transfer insulators.18 Naturally, the binding energy of exci
tons in insulating cuprates is sensitive to the magnitude
the intersite Coulomb interaction.19

Returning to Sr2CuO3, we note that a strongly enhance
nearest-neighbor Coulomb interactionV(1B)50.8 eV as well
as a moderately enhanced transfer integralt (1B)50.55 eV in
the context of a 1D extended one-band~1B! Hubbard model
have been deduced from recent electron energy-loss spe
scopic ~EELS! data.20 The corresponding theoretical value
for the 2D CuO2 plane derived for La2CuO4, which has even
smaller Cu-O bond lengths (d51.89 Å) than Sr2CuO3 (d
51.95 Å) areV2D50.11 to 0.14 eV,14,21 and t2D50.42 to
0.48 eV.14,16 For the corresponding single-band extend
tight binding model, the same enhanced value of the nea
neighbor transfer integral as derived from the EELS d
mentioned above was predicted from LDA linear combin
tion of atomic orbitals~LCAO! band structure calculations.22

Recent angle resolved photoemission measurements
Sr2CuO3 yield t (1B);0.5 eV from the width of the holon
dispersion.2

In this paper we present a polarization-dependent x-
absorption spectroscopic~XAS! study of the unoccupied
electronic structure of Sr2CuO3, which we combine with an
appropriate theoretical analysis in order to set constraints
the parameter values mentioned above. A similar XAS st
was performed recently on the related double-chain~‘‘zig-
zag’’! compound SrCuO2,23 and we will show that discus
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sion of the hole distribution of both chain geometries is p
sible within one consistent picture. Furthermore, we rel
our results obtained from XAS to the values deduced fr
EELS within an extended one-band Hubbard model,20 since
both experiments are highly sensitive to the effect of inters
Coulomb interactions.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the expe
mental techniques and sample handling as well as the t
retical approaches, using mainly exact diagonalization st
ies of small clusters within thepd model, are outlined. The
experimental results are presented in Sec. III. The theore
interpretation of the O 1s XAS data is given in the context o
variousdp model parameter sets in Sec. IV. In order to g
additional insight into the interdependencies of various
site and off-site interaction parameter values and their p
sible bounds, we compare our findings with the rec
single-band analysis of the EELS data of Sr2CuO3 in Sec. V.
For this purpose we have also included an Appendix wh
contains an approximate expression for the effective on-
repulsion of the single-band extended Hubbard model
terms of the four-banddp model and also discusses the lim
tations in its use. Finally, in Sec. VI we compare our resu
with the O 1s XAS data of the related double-chain com
pound SrCuO2 which is analyzed briefly in the asymmetr
dp model, before a summary is given in Sec. VII.

II. METHODS

A. Experiment

Single crystals were grown using the traveling-solve
zone technique.5 Sr2CuO3 adopts an orthorhombic crysta
structure with lattice parametersa53.91 Å, b512.71 Å,
c53.50 Å.24 Note that we have interchanged the notation
the axes with respect to Ref. 24 for the convenience of
reader so as to be able to use the same orbital notation
both this chain system and the layered cuprates. Follow
our convention, the chain direction lies now along thea (x)
direction@see Fig. 1# and thec (z) direction is perpendicular
to the planar CuO4 plaquettes. Although the Cu-O distanc
in a and b directions are almost identical, the different si
symmetries of the central oxygen sites O~1! and the periph-
eral oxygen sites O~2! should be kept in mind. The orienta
tion of the crystals was determined using x-ray diffraction

The XAS experiments were carried out using t
SX700/II beam line25 operated by the Freie Universita¨t Ber-
lin at the BESSY synchrotron radiation source~Berlin! using
linearly polarized light. The energy resolution of the mon
chromator was set to be 280 and 660 meV at the O 1s and
Cu 2p absorption thresholds, respectively.

The crystals are extremely sensitive to exposure to at
spheric moisture. In test measurements onex situprepared
samples, surface effects have been observed even in
‘‘bulk’’ sensitive fluorescence yield detection mode, whic
has a probing depth of several tenths of a micrometer.
avoid these difficulties we have performed our measurem
on freshly cleaved samples at a base pressure
5310210 mbar. For the O 1s and Cu 2p absorption spectra
we chose the fluorescence yield~FY! and total electron yield
~TEY! detection modes, respectively.26 Energy calibration
was performed by comparison of the Cu 2p3/2 XAS signal of
a CuO sample with corresponding data in the literature.27 In
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all cases the data were corrected for the energy depen
incident photon flux and, in the case of O 1s, for self-
absorption effects, following a procedure describ
elsewhere.28 The spectra for different crystal orientations a
normalized;80 eV above the absorption threshold, whe
the final states are nearly free-electron-like and therefore
sentially isotropic.

XAS is a well-established method to investigate the ch
acter and the symmetry of the unoccupied electronic state
cuprate-based materials.29 As dipole selection rules appl
and due to the localized initial core states, our studies pr
the site specific hole distribution, i.e., unoccupied O 2p and
Cu 3d/4s final states in the case of O 1s and Cu 2p absorp-
tion, respectively.30 In addition, by using linearly polarized
synchrotron radiation and single-crystalline samples it is p
sible to select further the transitions with different symme
into the 2p O and 3d Cu orbitals, by orienting the sampl
with respect to the electric field vectorE of the incoming
light. For example, in the geometryEia only O 1s
→O 2px transitions are possible. The crystals cleave in
(ac) plane, i.e., it is necessary to extrapolate the spectra
Eib from measurements at grazing incidence (70° from
sample surface normal!.

B. Theoretical description: From LDA calculations to the
four-band dp extended Hubbard model

To get some first insight into the electronic structure
have performed LDA-LCAO~and linear muffin tin orbital!
band structure calculations for Sr2CuO3 with a minimum ba-
sis, treating the Cu (4s,4p,3d) O (2s,2p), and Sr
(5s,5p,4d) orbitals as valence states and the lower state
core states. In comparison with our previous work,22 the ac-
curacy of the Madelung potential construction has been
proved here, resulting in slightly narrower bandwidths of t
valence bands~the Cu 3d/O 2p band complex!.

Three orbitals contribute more than 94% of the total
density of states~DOS! of the half-filled antibonding band
crossing the Fermi energy, namely, the O 2px and O 2py as
well as the Cu 3dx22y2, as expected from simple chemic
bonding considerations. Hence, the standarddp model with
the inclusion of two nonequivalent oxygen sites per unit c
can be regarded as a quite good starting point for the des
tion of this compound’s low-energy electronic structu
With four atoms per unit cell and one orbital per site@Cu
3dx22y2, 23O(2) 2py , and O~1! 2px ; see Fig. 2# we arrive
at the standard four-band extended Hubbard model~see, for
instance, Refs. 31 and 32!:

H5(
i

« i n̂i1 (
^ i , j &,s

t i j ~ci ,s
† cj ,s1H.c.!1(

i
Ui n̂i ,↑n̂i ,↓

1(
^ i , j &

Vi j n̂i n̂ j , ~1!

whereci ,s
† creates a hole with spin projection61/2 at sitei,

n̂i ,s5cis
† cis denotes the number operator, andn̂i5(scis

† cis .
The symbol ^ i , j & denotes the summation over neare
neighbor~NN! bonds including also the bond between O~1!
and O~2!. In the hole picture adopted here the vacuum st
of the Hamiltonian Eq.~1! is given by the electronic
ent
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Cuu3d10& Ou2p6& configuration. Thus one deals with an o
cupancy of one hole per CuO3 unit. In the present paper w
shall restrict ourselves to consideration of the strongly c
related ground state of Sr2CuO3.

It is impossible to extract all~from 8 to 12! Hamiltonian
parameters from the O 1s XAS data alone. To circumven
this difficulty, we shall adopt several parameters sugges
by the analysis of recent complementary XPS, XAS, a
EELS studies. We include also the LDA-LCAO results me
tioned above since, according to our experience for num
ous cuprates, this calculation yields quite reasonable va
of the transfer integrals.33 Here we will try ~i! to elucidate to
which parameters of the Hamiltonian given by Eq.~1! the
physical quantities measured by O 1s XAS are in princi
most sensitive and~ii ! to find interdependencies for them s
by the present data. The qualitative effect of the inters
Coulomb interaction upon the relative hole densities at
two inequivalent oxygen sites, generic for corner-shared
prate chains, will be shown to be the same for quite disti
sets of transfer integrals. The parameter sets that are
cussed within this paper are summarized in Table I.

For the transfer integralst i j we use the same sign conve
tion as in Ref. 37. However, concerning their magnitud
enhanced oxygen-copper transfer integrals can be expe
from the large value of the exchange integralJ mentioned in
the Introduction. The LDA calculations point to the sam
tendency:tp1d51.45 eV, tp2d51.8 eV compared with 1.3
eV for typical layered cuprates, wheretp1d and tp2d denote
the oxygen O~1!-copper and the oxygen O~2!-copper transfer
integrals, respectively~see set I in Table I!. The unusually
large value for the oxygen-oxygen transfer integraltp1p2
[tpp51.15 eV derived from our LDA-LCAO calculations
within a straightforward four-band fit can be attributed
difficulties in the unique assignment of a dispersive ‘‘no
bonding’’ band in different parts of the Brillouin zone. Al
ternatively, a fit of the whole planarpd band complex within

FIG. 2. A sketch of the cluster type modeling the CuO3 chains
shown in Fig. 1, of the transfer integrals, and of the on-site ener
of thepd Hamiltonian@Eq. ~1!# adopted in the present work. Uppe
half: Type of periodic clusters considered in the present paper.
the magnitudes and the signs of the transfer integralst i j see the text
and Table I. Lower half: Schematic view of the on-site energies
the crystal field effect on the inequivalent oxygen sites.
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the extended planar~Cu3d2O2p)s-p model ~containing
seven bands, i.e., now withtwo oxygen orbitals 2px,y per
site! reveals similar Cu-O transfer integrals but markedly
duced values for the corresponding O~1!-O~2! transfer inte-
grals, tpp50.62 eV and t̃ pp;0.42 eV for the O~1!-O~2!
transfer integral betweenp bonded oxygen orbitals~O 2p
lobes far from Cu!. As we will see in our analysis, this sig
nificantly smallertpp value derived from the seven-band
seems to us more appropriate to be used in the four-b
extended Hubbard model under consideration since it low
the value of the exchange integralJ toward the value sug
gested by the experimental data.

In the following we denote the difference between t
central oxygen O~1! 2px and the Cu 3dx22y2 on-site energies
by Dp1d5«p12«d and the corresponding difference betwe
the outer oxygen O~2! 2py and the central oxygen O~1! 2px
on-site energies byDpp5«p22«p1 ~see Fig. 2!. For the on-
site Coulomb repulsion at Cu and O sites we adoptUd
52Up58.8 eV andUp15Up25Up , respectively, as sug
gested by Okada and Kotani.10 A similar Cu 3dx22y2 value
of Ud58.560.3 eV has also been proposed for Sr2CuO3 by
Maiti et al.9 For the nearest-neighbor intersite Coulomb
teractions we adopt for the sake of simplicityVp1d5Vp2d
5Vpd . To illustrate the effect ofVpd we will also examine
parameter sets where this interaction has not b
considered.38,39 Finally, we will also consider the effect o
next-nearest-neighbor~NNN! intersite Coulomb interaction
of two holes residing on two neighboring different oxyg
sites,Vpp , or on the neighboring Cu sites,Vdd .

Performing exact diagonalization studies of the Ham
tonian given by Eq.~1! on periodic (CuO3)N clusters (N
52 to 6! ~Fig. 2!, we have calculated the hole occupati
numbers~expectation values of the number operators!

ni5^Gun̂i uG&, ~2!

in the ground stateuG& on Cu,nd , and on both inequivalen
oxygen sites O~1! and O~2!, np1 andnp2, respectively. The
corresponding on-site correlation functions

TABLE I. Proposeddp model parameters for Sr2CuO3 exam-
ined in the present work. All energies are given in eV.

Set
Quantity KOa Present work~I–III !b TMc

tp1d 1.3 1.45 0.95
tp2d 1.3 1.8 0.95
tpp 0.65 1.15~I!, 0.75~II,III ! 0.4
Dp1d 2.5 3.0 2.39
Dpp 0 0.5~I,II !, 0.75~III ! 0.0
Ud 8.8 8.8 8.5
Up 4.4~I–III ! to 6~III ! 4.4 4.1
Vpd 1.76 to 2.64 2.5~I!, 1.9~II !, 2.35~III ! 0
Vpp 0 0~I!, 1.35~II !, 1.5~III ! 0
Vdd 0 0 to 0.85~III ! 0

aCu 2p XPS, Kotani and Okada~KO1–KO3!, Ref. 10.
bLDA1O 1s XAS, present work.
cTohyama and Maekawa~TM!, Ref. 38.
-

nd
rs

-

n

-

Di5^Gun̂i ,↑n̂i↓uG&,

describe the small but finite double occupancy which is of
neglected in other approximations for thepd Hubbard mod-
els. The corresponding NN density-density intersite c
relation functions^Guninj uG& are abbreviated bŷndnp1&,
^ndnp2&, and^np1np2&.

In the following we exploit the fact that the total inte
grated weight of the XAS spectral function16 ~up to a nor-
malization factor given by the square of the modulus of
nearly constant transition matrix element! equals the corre-
sponding occupation numbers of holes in the ground st
We emphasize that~i! by definition the integrated weight o
this spectral function does not depend on the Coulomb in
action with the core hole and~ii ! direct evaluation of this
spectral function shows that for the case of an undo
charge transfer insulator under consideration and for typ
parameter sets more than 95% of its spectral weight is
cated within a narrow energy interval of about 1 eV ju
above the threshold. After broadening with the experimen
resolution we are left essentially with a single peak~not
shown!. Only the peak position is affected by the Coulom
interaction with the core hole, and by the large core-le
energy, which in the case of nonequivalent oxygen ions
pends on the site where the XAS process takes place. In
context vibrational effects in the final state can be ignor
Furthermore, we neglect possible changes in the Hamilton
parameters in the vicinity of the excited ion. Thus the me
sured polarization-dependent O 1s XAS spectral weights
near the onset probe the oxygen occupation numbers of
corresponding O 2p states in the ground state. The value
Vpd can then be determined by fitting the XAS data repor
below, if the second essentially unknown parameterDpp can
be obtained from the same data or by other consideratio

For the rating of various parameter sets proposed
Sr2CuO3 we will use also the exchange integralJ obtained
from the mapping of Eq.~1! onto the equivalent antiferro
magnetic spin-1/2 Heisenberg model~comparing the triplet-
singlet separations31! and the value of the charge transfer g
calculated from the well-known relation

Eg5E0@1e#1E0@2e#22E0 , ~3!

whereE0@6e# denote the ground state energy for cluste
with one added~subtracted! positive elementary charge.

In order to complement our exact diagonalization stud
of periodic rings and to improve the estimation of the rela
inevitable finite size effects, we have also applied the
cently developed efficient incremental technique40 to calcu-
late the charge gapEg and the occupation numbersni . For
this purpose a comparison with available quantum Mo
Carlo ~QMC! calculations is very illuminating since b
QMC techniques significantly larger cluster sizes can
handled, although only approximately.41–43

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS „XAS…

A. Cu 2p absorption edges

Figure 3 shows the polarization-dependent Cu 2p3/2 x-ray
absorption spectra of Sr2CuO3 along all three crystallo-
graphic directions. These measurements probe essentiall
3d final states. All of the Cu 2p absorption spectra show
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narrow peak at;931.8 eV~the so called white line!, which
is associated with the Cu 3d contributions to the upper Hub
bard band~UHB!.29 In accord with the symmetry of the C
3dx22y2 orbital, identical spectra forEia and Eib are ob-
served within the experimental accuracy. In the followin
we denote theEia and Eib geometries collectively as in
plane. In contrast, a much reduced intensity is found for li
polarization perpendicular to the CuO4 units (Eic, out-of-
plane geometry!. The strong anisotropy between the in-pla
and out-of-plane geometries reveals that the UHB is p
dominantly built up of Cu 3dx22y2 orbitals, while out-of-
plane orbitals~Cu 3d3z22r 2) contribute less than 5%.44 Due
to deviations from perfectly linear light polarization th
value represents an upper limit.

The planar character of the hole states is well known fr
the 2D cuprates29,45 and has also been observed in t
double-chain compound SrCuO2.23 To obtain the analogou
result for the present case, although not surprising, is stil
considerable importance since this confirms that we can
strict the cluster calculations reported below for this ch
compound in a good approximation to in-plane orbitals on

Besides the white line, a strongly polarization-depend
absorption feature is found at 935.8 eV. Features in this
ergy range in the out-of-plane geometry have been obse
in many other cuprates29 and analyzed in detail in the 2D
model system Sr2CuO2Cl2. In the latter, a comparison with
the calculated density of states showed that this structur
related to transitions into Cu 3d3z22r 2 orbitals which become
partly unoccupied via hybridization with empty Cu 4s
states.45

B. O 1s absorption edges

We will now turn to the hole distribution between th
oxygen sites, where, in contrast to copper, two inequiva
sites are present. The polarization-dependent O 1s absorp-
tion edges are shown in Fig. 4. The features below 530.5
can be regarded as resulting from hybridization of Op
orbitals with the~predominantly! Cu 3dx22y2 UHB, and will
be analyzed in detail below by thedp model introduced
above in Sec. II B. The features at higher absorption ener
are not included in our quantitative analysis because t

FIG. 3. Cu 2p3/2 absorption edges of Sr2CuO3 for the electric
field vectorE parallel to the three crystallographic axes~Ref. 70!.
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result mainly from the out-of-plane orbital O 2pz or from the
hybridization of the orbitals Cu 3dx22y2, O~1! 2px , and O~2!
2py with Cu 4s,3dxy,3d3z22r 2 states, and are thus not a
counted for in the standarddp model.46

Returning to the O 2p contribution to the UHB near 529.5
eV, the small fraction of holes~less than 5%) observed i
the out-of-plane geometry attests to the highly planar ch
acter of these oxygen hole states, which predominantly
cupy O 2px and O 2py orbitals.~The remaining finite value
is mainly attributed to the experimentally available sligh
nonideal polarization in the present XAS experiment.!

When comparing the spectra for the two in-plane m
surements, differences in energy position and spectral we
are observed: forEia the UHB derived feature is centered
529.6 eV, whereas forEib it is found at 529.1 eV. One can
clearly ascribe the two different peaks to the two symme
cally inequivalent oxygen sites. The O~1! site has two adja-
cent Cu atoms in thea (x) direction, whereas the O~2! site
has only one Cu neighbor along theb (y) axis. Assuming
s-bonded O orbitals, forEia only O~1! 1s→O(1) 2px tran-
sitions occur, while forEib O(2) 1s→O(2) 2py transitions
are expected. Hence it is possible to assign the energetic
lower peak to transitions into unoccupied states at the
O~2! sites and the higher-lying peak to transitions at O~1!. A
relative hole distribution of approximately 45% at the O~1!
and 55% at the two O~2! sites is found, thus slightly favoring
the peripheral oxygen sites~in total! for hole occupation.
According to our cluster calculations for the XAS spect
density, it turned out that for equal O 1s core levels the UHB
derived peak for O~2! occurs at lower energies than the pe
for O~1!, in qualitative agreement with the experiment
data. However, the calculated energy difference of about
eV exceeds the experimentally observed value 0.5 eV
addition, it depends only weakly on the actualDpp value and
other model parameters. Therefore the energy difference
tween the two UHB derived peaks of O~1! and O~2! should
be related at least partially to different binding~site! energies
of the O 1s core levels at the two nonequivalent sites, i.
the crystal field affects the O 1s core levels. In fact, Made-
lung potentials for Sr2CuO3 calculated in the ionic charge
model47–49show a difference of about 1.98 to 2.07 eV for th
sites under consideration. Adopting an isotropic ‘‘screenin

FIG. 4. O 1s absorption edges of Sr2CuO3 for the electric field
vectorE parallel to the three crystallographic axes~Ref. 70!.
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factor of about 2, we would arrive at the experimentally o
served value of 0.5 eV in the peak position difference.
more detailed theoretical investigation of this topic includi
additional LDA calculations is postponed for future work50

Similar energy shifts have been observed inRBa2Cu3O7
(R5Y,Pr),53,54 and YBa2Cu4O8,55 for the doping induced
peaks near 528 eV related to the corresponding two oxy
sites of the CuO3 chains as well as in the double chains23 in
SrCuO2 for the contributions of O~2! derived 2py states and
O~1! derived 2px,y states, respectively, to the upper Hubba
band as found here. In contrast, for the edge-shared c
pounds Li2CuO2 ~Ref. 56! and CuGeO3 ~which have only
equivalent oxygen sites involved in the CuO4 plaquette! sig-
nificantly smaller shifts of 0.15 eV and 0.1 eV, respective
have been detected for polarizations perpendicular and
allel to the chain direction.

IV. DISCUSSION OF VARIOUS dp MODEL SETS WITH
RESPECT TO THE XAS RESULTS

In the following we denote the relative oxygen hole d
tribution in Sr2CuO3 by the factor

RXAS52np2 /np151.2260.1,

as obtained from our O 1s XAS measurements. Within a
simple hybridization picture neglecting different on-site e
ergies of the two nonequivalent oxygens, one might exp
R'1 since the 2py orbital of O~2! has only one Cu neighbo
to overlap, while the 2px orbital belonging to O~1! has two
Cu neighbors. Notice that the LDA results in a significan
larger value ofR51.66 by integrating the orbital resolve
net densities of states fromEF up to the top of the antibond
ing band. This indicates, in addition to the absence of
charge transfer gap within the LDA, the necessity of tak
more electron correlation effects into account, as is d
within our theoretical approach.

A. Examination of parameter sets for Sr2CuO3 proposed in
the literature

1. Parameter set TM: No intersite Coulomb interaction and
equal oxygen on-site energies

Let us start with examination of the simplest possible
rameter set in which the intersite Coulomb interaction is
nored andDpp50 ~see Table I!. Such a set, proposed b
Tohyama and Maekawa~TM!,38,39 was originally conceived
to describe the optical conductivity of the layered cupra
Nd2CuO4 and La2CuO4. Nd2CuO4 exhibits similar Cu-O
distances as Sr2CuO3 and a planar structure without an
buckling of the Cu-O bonds. It has also a similar optical g
of about 1.5 eV as well as no apical oxygen ion~s! residing
above and/or below the CuO4 plaquette. Note that the TM
transfer integrals are very small~see Table I!. In Ref. 10 it
has been shown that such a set does not describe the Cp
XPS data either for La2CuO4 or for Sr2CuO3. Here we shall
show that the same holds also with respect to our O 1s XAS
and the EELS data.

In fact, taking the TM parameters, we arrive atRTM
'0.93 which is significantly smaller than our experimen
valueRXAS51.22. Note that by adding a moderate inters
-
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Coulomb interactionVpd;1 eV, the situation with respec
to XAS can be significantly improved. This is illustrated
Fig. 5~a!, where we have extended the original TM para
eter set to finite values ofVpd . However, difficulties with
respect to the underestimation of the charge gap and/or
respect to the single-band parameters derived from the E

FIG. 5. The relative hole distribution between the two inequiv
lent oxygen sitesR52np2 /np1 for different on-site energiesDp1d

andDpp explained in the text and shown schematically in Fig. 2,
intersite Coulomb interactionVpd . The experimental values derive
from the O 1s XAS data shown in Fig. 4, including the error bar
are given by the stripe in the middle of the figures.~a! For the TM
parameter set extended by variableVpd ~triangles! ~the original TM
parameter set is marked by a circle! and analogously for the KO
sets ~KO1 to KO3, squares; full line! extended to different NN
Coulomb interactionsVpd and to different on-site energies of bot
oxygen sites measured byDpp ~dashed, dotted, and dash-dotte
curves!. The original parameter sets KO1 to KO3 are marked
circles and display theVpd interval Vpd5(0.2 to 0.3)Ud recom-
mended in Ref. 10.~b! The same for parameter set I explained
Table I.
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data as well as the value of the exchange integral do rem
~see below!.

2. Parameter sets KO: NN intersite Coulomb interaction
included, but with equal oxygen on-site energies

Next we examine the parameter set suggested by Ok
and Kotani~KO! ~see Table I!.10 The essential approxima
tions made therein are~i! neglect of the inequivalence of th
two oxygens,tp1d5tp2d51.3 eV, tpp50.65 eV, Dpp50,
so that the transfer integrals are taken as for layered cup
but for ~ii ! a reduced charge transfer energyDp1d52.5 eV,
and~iii ! a strongly enhanced nearest neighbor intersite C
lomb interactionVpd50.2Ud to 0.3Udd . Below we will ex-
amine in detail the proposed range ofVpd50.3Ud ~set KO1!,
0.25Ud ~set KO2!, and 0.2Ud ~set KO3! while fixing the
remaining parameters.

For the periodic Cu4O12 cluster and Vpd52.64 eV
~KO1!, our value for the Cu occupation number ofnd
50.6079 reproduces well their reported value of 0.6
However, inspection of the results from the Cu6O18 cluster
shows that there remain finite size effects resulting in
slightly reduced charge at the Cu site,nd50.596. Since the
difference charge is now localized to a large extent at
inner oxygen O~1!, which exhibits a smaller hole density o
np150.165, the oxygen hole ratioRcalc ~measuring the rela
tive distribution! is somewhat more strongly reduced fro
R51.5198 toR51.4461 on going from a four- to a six
copper-site cluster. As has been discussed in Sec. II B
last quantity is already rather close to the infinite chain lim
The three KO parameter sets are included in theR vs Vpd
plot shown in Fig. 5~a!. The set KO1 with identical centra
and outer oxygen on-site energiesand with the strongest
intersite Coulomb energy ofVpd;0.3Udd clearly overesti-
mates the value ofRXASalthough it is closer than the origina
TM set discussed above. Their next, intermediate, set~KO2!
with Vpd50.25Ud52.2 eV @for which in Ref. 10 the super
exchange integralJ'200 meV has been estimated from
Cu2O7 ~open! cluster# yields R51.34, which lies slightly
above our XAS error bars. Only their lowest set KO3 w
Vpd51.76 eV would be in reasonable agreement with o
XAS data. Some disadvantages of this and the intermed
set KO2 with respect to the EELS data and the charge tr
fer gapEg are discussed below. Figure 5~a! also contains an
extension of the original KO parameter sets (Dpp50) to
finite values ofDpp to illustrate the influence of this on th
calculatedR value. In general, a largerDpp has to be com-
pensated by an increasedVpd to reproduce the experimen
tally observed hole distribution@see Eq.~5!#.

B. Present approach: Inequivalent oxygen sites vs intersite
Coulomb interaction

Generally speaking, there is no reason to assume tha~i!
the on-site energies of both oxygen sites in Sr2CuO3 should
coincide and~ii ! once strongly enhanced NN intersite Co
lomb interactions are present, at the same time NNN in
actions will be negligible. Both of these points will be co
sidered in more detail below. In this context we mention w
respect to~i! that, for the CuO3 chains in YBa2CuO3O7,
significantly large values ofDpp have been found.Dpp52
60.5 eV has been obtained from simulation of the Os
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XAS data of Nücker et al.53 within a standard dp
‘ ‘CuO2-plane-like’’ parameter set adoptingVpd;1 eV and
Vpp;0.5 eV.31 Dpp52.4 eV has been extracted from sim
lation of the charge transfer between CuO3 chains and CuO2
planes as well as the oxygen ordering in the basal plan57

and Dpp;2Vpd has been obtained with the constrai
0.74tpd,2Vpd,2.6tpd .17 With these independent results
mind one can expectDpp.0 for the present case, too. How
ever, as will be discussed below, large values ofDpp of the
order of;2 eV can be excluded for Sr2CuO3.

The calculated oxygen hole ratioR as a function ofVpd is
presented in Fig. 5~b! for our LDA LCAO derived parameter
set~I! with various values ofDp1d andDpp . With increasing
Vpd @and Vpp , not shown in Fig. 5~b!# the holes are
‘‘pushed’’ toward the peripheral O~2! sites since a hole on
O~2! interacts with the chargeend residing at the copper site
and two chargesenp1 at the two neighboring O~1! sites
(2e denotes the electron charge!. This has to be compare
with twice the Coulomb interaction strength 2endVpd
14enp2Vpp for a hole on a central O~1! site. Obviously, the
energy gain of the hole residing at O~2! is reduced with
increasing on-site energy of the side oxygen, that is, w
increasingDpp . Thus both interactionsVpd andVpp must be
considered together on an equal footing. We notice tha
positiveDpp , and also for negative values with small abs
lute valuesuDppu, the functionsR5R(Vpd ,Dpp) behave qua-
silinearly:

R'R01aVVpd2bDDpp , ~4!

whereaV ,bD.0. Different values ofDpp result in a nearly
parallel shift of the curves in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. Both the
slope aV and the coefficientbD depend somewhat on th
magnitude of the transfer integralstp1d and tp2d . Larger
transfer integrals imply smaller values ofaV andbD . Nota-
bly, the ratioaV /bD depends much more weakly on the a
tual value of the Cu-O transfer integral.

In general, larger hybridizations lead to a smoother, m
equalized hole distribution. Thus hybridization can be
garded as the ‘‘restoring force’’: hindering the shift of th
oxygen holes toward the outer oxygens forced by the in
site Coulomb interactionVpd and/or by negativeDpp . This
interplay is most dramatically seen in thetpp dependence of
R illustrated in Fig. 6. On going from zero oxygen-oxyge
hole transfer to that estimated by the four-band LCAO-LD
derived data~1.15 eV! the value ofR changes by about a
factor of 2. On the other hand, the result of the seven-b
LCAO–LDA fit mentioned above and the frequently us
approximation for the transfer integraltpp'0.5tpd suggest a
markedly smaller transfer integraltpp;0.6 to 0.7 eV. There-
fore in our improved parameter sets II and III we use inste
of tpp51.15 eV ~set I! 0.65 to 0.75 eV. Such a somewh
reducedtpp value is also helpful in preventing the overes
mation of the exchange integrals~see below!.

From the intersection of the theoreticalR curves with the
XAS ratio RXAS51.22 shown in Fig. 5~b! we found a lower
bound for the empiricalVpd value at a givenDpp for fixed
remaining parameters in the given set. This results in
empirical constraintDpp vs Vpd we are searching for, which
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is presented in Fig. 7. This dependence is again quasili
but the coefficients are now less affected by the actual va
of the transfer integrals.

Inspection of Fig. 7 clearly demonstrates thatDpp
;2 eV is unlikely because it would result in unreasona
large completely unscreened values ofVpd;6 to 7 eV;12,13

pointing formally toward the Kondo limitVpd@tpd .21 If Vpd
is taken by the screened point charge expressionVpd
&2e2/(ea);2.5 to 3.7 eV, a screening factore52 to 3 can
be estimated. However, further non-NN Coulomb inter
tions can be lumped into the effectiveVpd’s ~see below!.

A further check for the whole parameter set can be
tained by considering the value of the charge transfer
Eg . The calculated values ofEg obtained from Eq.~3! are
listed in Table II. A reasonable agreement with experimen
data is achieved for sets II and III.

Summarizing our theoretical analysis so far, the obser
hole distribution leads to a clear restriction of the inters
Coulomb interaction to values ofVpd;2 to 3 eV as visual-
ized in Fig. 7 by the circle indicating the most favored p
rameter range. This is indeed significantly larger than in
case of layered cuprates,Vpd

2D<1.2 eV. Note that the abov
conclusions are relatively robust with respect to the se
transfer integrals adopted.

The reason for the enhanced Coulomb interaction m
be related to reduced screening in quasi-1D compound
well as to a different extent of the Wannier functions
compared to quasi-2D systems. These effects may als
reflected in the unusual values of the transfer integrals
well as in an enhanced direct ferromagnetic copper-oxy
exchange interactionKpd .

FIG. 6. The relative hole distribution between the two inequiv
lent oxygen sitesR52np2 /np1 vs the O~1!-O~2! transfer integral
tpp for a typical intersite Coulomb interactionVpd52.4 eV and the
parameter set I shown in Table I. The dashed and dotted cu
denote 1/N extrapolations to the infinite chain limit forR andnp1,
respectively. The inset shows the same dependence of the full
curve plotted in relative units.
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V. COMPARISON WITH THE SINGLE-BAND EELS DATA
ANALYSIS: EVIDENCE FOR STRONG NNN

COULOMB INTERACTION?

The recent interpretation of the lowest-lying structures
the EELS data20 of Sr2CuO3 within an effectivesingle-band
extended ordinary Hubbard model is of interest beca
there is also an indication of a strongly enhanced NN int
site @i.e., interplaquette (CuO3 radical! type in our sense#

TABLE II. The charge transfer gapEg , the oxygen hole ratio
R52np2 /np1, the antiferromagnetic part of the Heisenberg e
change parameterJ, and the effective single-band on-site repulsi
U (1B) calculated for the parameter sets shown in Table I and
cussed in the text. In parentheses the results of the increme
technique (* ) and/or the 1/N extrapolations to the infinite chain
limit are given. For comparison with Ref. 10 the gap values o
tained by exact diagonalization of Cu4O12 clusters are presented fo
the sets KO1 and KO2.

Quantity
Eg R J U(1B)

Set ~eV! ~meV! ~eV!

KO1 2.43 (1.73* ) 1.45 ~1.3! 250 3.8
KO2 2.22 (1.53* ) 1.34 ~1.19! 274 3.6
TM 0.89* 0.93 187 2.06
Set I 2.08 (1.285* ,1.5) 1.22 464 4.6
Set II 2.33 (1.85* ,1.79) 1.22 270 4.3
Set III 2.23 (1.59* ,1.74) 1.33~1.12! 358 4.4
Experiment 1.760.2 1.2260.1 180 to 260 4.260.4

-

es

ne

FIG. 7. The empirical relationship between the oxygen on-s
energy differenceDpp and the intersite Coulomb interactionVpd .
The curves were obtained using the relative hole distributionRXAS

derived from the O 1s XAS polarization-dependent intensity rati
near 529 to 530 eV~see Fig. 4! using the results of Fig. 5~b!. The
curve denoted by NNN was obtained including next-neare
neighbor Coulomb interaction as accounted for in parameter se
~Table I!, but with the sameRXAS constraint as above. For detai
see the text. The circle and the box indicate the most favored
rameter ranges for Sr2CuO3 and the 2D cuprates, respectively.
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Coulomb interactionV(1B)'0.860.1 eV has been found
We remind the reader that in standard mapping proced
from dp models V(1B)}Vpd .58,21 Comparing the intersite
Coulomb contributions to the total ground state ene
within the single- and the four-band models, with the aid
the calculated density-density correlation functions and
cupation numbers introduced in Sec. II B, we estim
roughly

V(1B);
1

^nlnl 11&1
@^ndnp1&Vpd1^nd~ l !nd~ l 11!&Vdd

12^np1np2&Vpp1^np1~ l !np1~ l 11!&Vp1p1

12^np2~ l !np2~ l 11!&Vp2p2#

;ndnp1Vpd1nd
2Vdd12np1np2Vpp1np1

2 Ṽp1p1

12np2
2 Ṽp2p2 , ~5!

where the NNN Coulomb interactionsVdd , Vpp , and
Ṽpipi ( i 51,2), have been introduced. Note that these in
actions are usually neglected in the overwhelming majo
of the ‘‘dp’’ literature. In Eq.~5! l denotes the site index o
the CuO3 radical unit. For typical parameters in the strong
coupled case we have^nlnl 11&1'0.94. The first term yields
at most'0.125Vpd50.3 to 0.4 eV. We note that our est
mate is very close to the result ofV50.17 eV50.131Vpd
obtained by Feineret al.58 for an effective single-band mode
of the CuO2 plane starting from the standarddp model set
with tpd5Vpd51.3 eV.

Returning to the CuO3 chain, we note that the above me
tioned empirically twice as large value ofV(1B) could be
approximately reproduced if at least the second term w
taken into account, too. Adopting, for instance,Vdd
50.85 eV we arrive atV(1B)'0.6 eV for the parameter se
III given in Table I. To the best of our knowledge the corr
sponding plane parameters have not been calculated or
sured. An estimate of 0.2 to 0.4 eV for the contribution of t
effect of Vdd and variousVpp’s to V2D

(1B) was made in Ref.
21.

To illustrate the effect of the NNN Coulomb interactio
we have included in Fig. 7 the relationVpd vs Dpp for our
parameter set III, now with smaller values ofVpd , but with
Vdd50.5Vpd andVpp5Vpd /A2. Fixing in this way the rela-
tive magnitudes of all intersite Coulomb interactions, we d
termined which general scaling factorVpd reproducesR
51.22. This allows a direct comparison with the other curv
in Fig. 7. Note that for 0.75 eV<Dpp<1 eV the values
obtained for the NNN set approach the favored param
range of sets I and II denoted by the circle. This shows t
in principle, the NNN Coulomb interactions are of min
direct importance for analysis of the O 1s XAS data as pre-
sented here. They can be included implicitly in the on-s
energies of reduced effective NN models. For instance,
oxygen hole ratioR between peripheral and central oxyg
atoms is affected by the actual value ofVdd via a redistribu-
tion of charge between Cu and O~1! sites. Nevertheless, th
analysis of Eq.~6! suggests that, in a deeper microscop
description ofother experiments, the adequate explicit trea
ment of further non-NN Coulomb interactions such asVdd
may be crucial.
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Note that the empirical value of the effective on-site i
teractionU (1B) for the extended single-band Hubbard mod
derived from the EELS data20 of 4.260.4 eV significantly
exceedsDp1d5360.5 eV for most of the parameter sets w
have considered, whereas in the standard 2D case us
Dpd'U (1B)60.5 eV holds.59 We ascribe this effect to the
enhanced intersite Coulomb interaction under considerat
Enhancement ofU1B due to increasingVpd has been men-
tioned in the 2D case, for instance, by Feineret al.58 and
Simonet al.61 in related single-band models.

By using Eq.~A1! we estimate values ofU (1B) for the
three parameter sets KO and our sets derived from the X
data. The relationU (1B) as a function ofVpd is presented in
Fig. 8. One realizes that the KO1 set with the largestVpd
value just reaches the lower bound of theU (1B) region de-
rived from the EELS data whereas the same paramete
gives anR value greater than that derived from the pres
XAS data. The sets KO2 and KO3 yield smallerU (1B) values
compared, for example, with set II, which is well within th
EELS error bars. In contrast toV(1B), here by definition
@compare Eqs.~5! and ~A1!# the effect ofVdd on U (1B) is
implicit only via its influence on the correlation functions.

Finally, for completeness we consider briefly a parame
set proposed recently for Sr2CuO3 by Mizuno et al.49 to ex-
plain the enhanced superexchangeJ in corner-sharing 1D
cuprates. This set is similar to the TM set discussed abo
with now somewhat larger but nevertheless still slightly
duced transfer integrals (tp1d51.16 eV, tp2d51.09 eV,
tpp50.49 eV), with a standard charge transfer energyDpd
53.1 eV, but withnegativeDpp520.6 eV, with standard
on-site Coulomb interactionsUd58.5 eV andUp54.1 eV,
and againwithoutany intersite Coulomb interaction. The on
site energies are derived within the point charge approxim
tion from a Madelung potential analysis.52 Naturally, a nega-

FIG. 8. The effective on-site Coulomb repulsionU (1B) accord-
ing to Eq. ~A1! of the extended single-band extended Hubba
model vs intersite Coulomb interactionVpd of the four-banddp
extended Hubbard model adopted in the present paper. The u
curve contains one of the parameter sets~set II! adopted in the
present paper. The lower curve covers the parameter sets prop
by Okada and Kotani~Ref. 10! @Vpd;(0.2–0.3)Ud denoted by
KO1 to KO3 and marked by circles#.
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tive Dpp together with smalltpp and Vpd50 would be
helpful to satisfy the XAS constraint forR @compare Eq.~5!
and Figs. 4–6#. The small transfer integrals together with th
small direct ferromagnetic exchange interactionKpd

50.05 eV reveal only a moderately enhanced exchange
tegral ofJ5170 meV, to be compared with the experime
tal value in the range of 180 to 260 meV. But the effecti
onsite energyU1B'4.260.4 eV seen in the EELS dat
would be significantly underestimated (U1B,3 eV) and of
course no excitonic effects can be explained by definit
sinceV(1B)[0 @compare Eq.~5!#. Despite the obvious fac
that the Hamiltonian parameter may change if new inter
tions are added,39,62 we argue that the oxygen on-site ene
gies calculated in Refs. 49, 52, and 39 are affected by
ionic point charge approach adopted, which probes only
Madelung potential at the site under consideration. In c
trast, the extended and strongly anisotropic 2p Wannier
functions do probe the crystal field, i.e., they feel the ani
tropic surroundings of the site. According to our experien
with various cuprate band structures, such a crystal field
fect may result in oxygen 2p on-site energy splittings on th
order of up to 2 eV.@In particular, for just this reason in
addition to the small interoxygen transfer integrals, the O~2!
2px and O~1! 2py orbitals that enter the seven-band mod
mentioned above can be ignored in the present XAS an
sis.# Hence, crystal field corrections to the point char
model derived on-site energies on the order of 0.5 to 1
cannot be excluded. Because of the Sr21 ion residing above
the O~2! site, a positive correction is expected. As a res
within a more realistic description for an effective model th
ignores the intersite Coulomb interactionDpp;20.1 to 0.4
eV can be expected. The remaining difference of 0.4 to
eV is ascribed to the mapping between extended and sim
Hubbard Hamiltonians.62

In any case, we emphasize once again that our estima
strongly enhanced intersite Coulomb interaction rests on
validity of the assumptions of a sufficiently positiveDpp
value and large transfer integrals, and/or the validity of
one-band analysis of the EELS data given in Ref. 20.
summarize, the XAS data and the value ofU (1B) derived
from the EELS data can be nearly equally well describ
within the NN and the NNN approximations, whereas t
V(1B) value is strongly underestimated in the NN approxim
tion. The NNN interaction included in parameter set
yields a reasonable description of almost all available exp
mental data~see Table II!, except for the overestimation o
the J value.64 On increasing the on-site repulsion on oxyg
sitesUp up to 6 eV, the magnitude ofJ can be reduced to a
value of 338 meV as mentioned in Table II.~Note that the
single-band parametrization derived from the EELS data
sults in a similarly enhanced value ofJ5356 meV.! In our
opinion the solution of this challenging problem might
found in the inclusion of additional ferromagnetic intera
tions ~as well as the enhanced transfer integrals and the
tersite Coulomb interaction! that are neglected in Eq.~1!,
such asKpd andKpp ~see, e.g., Refs. 12 and 16!. Due to the
spin-charge separation characteristic for 1D systems, b
spectroscopies~XAS and EELS! are expected to be insens
tive to such interactions.20 Of course, other orbitals and in
teractions outside the four-band extended Hubbard mo
might affect the value of the exchange parameterJ.65 Finally,
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we emphasize that it was not the aim of the present appro
to give a full quantitative description of either the magne
susceptibility data or the EELS data. Rather, only the lik
directions for the inclusion of further necessary interactio
have been outlined. Thus a direct simulation of the EE
data within a multiband model remains a challenging pro
lem worth being tackled.

VI. COMPARISON WITH THE XAS DATA OF THE
DOUBLE-CHAIN COMPOUND SrCuO 2

It is instructive to compare the unoccupied electron
structure of Sr2CuO3 with that of the related double-chai
compound SrCuO2, which has been studied recently.23 The
two inequivalent oxygen sites of the Cu2O4 double chain are
reflected in the polarization-dependent x-ray absorpt
spectra in an analogous manner to that discussed abov
Sr2CuO3. This results in a double-peaked UHB derived fe
ture for Eib ~in the axis notation of the present paper! with
an energy separation of the two peaks of 0.5 eV. Our ass
ment of the different peaks in Sr2CuO3 to the two oxygen
sites is thus fully consistent with the double-chain resu
relating the energetically lower-lying UHB derived feature
the outer oxygen atoms of the chain.

The peak positions ascribed to transitions into 2py states
within the notation adopted here occur for both compoun
at nearly the same energy: 529.1 eV mentioned above
Sr2CuO3 in comparison with 529.3 eV for the low-energ
peak of SrCuO2. The transitions into 2px states occur at
529.6 eV for the former compound to be compared w
529.8 eV for the double-chain compound. Both differenc
are comparable with the enhancement of the optical gap
;0.3 eV in the double-chain compound deduced from
low-energy maxima of the optical conductivity.66

Finally, we briefly compare the single CuO3 chain with
the Cu2O4 double chain from the theoretical point of view
We note that the double chain~DC! to a first crude approxi-
mation can be treated in a similar~but asymmetric! single-
chain~SC! model to that given above, if first of all the sym
metry between the two peripheral oxygen sites ‘‘O(2a)’’
and ‘‘O(2b)’’ in the single chain is lifted@i.e., we formally
split the double chain into two equivalent single chains
central oxygen of the double chain now becomes a periph
oxygen ‘‘O(2b)’’ of the corresponding asymmetric single
chain problem#. The consequences of possible slight diffe
ences betweentdp2a andtdp2b and betweentp1p2a andtp1p2b
are briefly discussed below. The electron~hole! transfer pro-
cesses related to the transfer integralstpp,i;0.5tpp , and
other small interactions are neglected.

Thus considering such an asymmetric single subchain
the double chain, one can adopt the following expressi
for the on-site energies of the central oxygen O~1! and the
two peripheral oxygen sites O(2a) and O(2b) @we recall
that the O(2b) site was a central oxygen site in the doub
chain before its splitting#:

«p1→«p1
(SC)1ndṼpd1np2bUp2p1 ,

«p2a→«p2
(SC) ,

«p2b→«p2
(SC)12ndṼpd1np1Up2p1 . ~6!
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Now the Cu and two of the three O hole expectation nu
bers,nd , np1, andnp2b , respectively, entering Eq.~6! must
be found self-consistently. In Eqs.~6! Ṽpd,Vpd denotes the
intersite Coulomb interaction between perpendicular~non-s)
oriented oxygen orbitals andUp2p15Up22K,Up is the in-
terorbital on-site Coulomb repulsion. HereK.0 denotes the
Hund’s rule coupling~the corresponding magnetic spin fl
term that is important for magnetic properties has been
glected!. In our estimates given below we will adoptK/Up
'0.15.49,39 Thus we takeUp1p253 eV as a representativ
estimate.

Analysis of the XAS data of the double-chain compou
SrCuO2 reveals that nearly the same total number of ho
reside in 2py states as in the single-chain case:

RSC;RDC5~np2a1np2b!/np1'1.16.

Apparently, the relative number of holes at the outer a
inner oxygen sites in the 2py states directly measures th
asymmetry of the problem:

h5np2a /np2b'1.19. ~7!

In other words,h.1 suggests«p2b.«p2a . Then, according
to Eqs.~6! this significant asymmetry should be related to~i!
the two additional Cu sites surrounding a 2py hole at the
inner oxygen site O~1! compared with one Cu site for a 2py
hole at the outer O~2! sites in SrCuO2 as well as in Sr2CuO3,
and most importantly~ii ! the presence of the interorbital~on-
site! Coulomb repulsionUp1p2,Up at the O~1! sites, where
now in contrast to the O~2! sites two orbitals with 2px and
2py character, respectively, are involved. The experimen
value ofRDC mentioned above can be reproduced by para
eter sets closely related to those of the single chain, whe
for symmetric transfer integrals the calculatedh value comes
out slightly too large (h theor'1.35 to 1.4!. However, taking
into account the slightly buckled ‘‘backbone’’ structure
SrCuO2,67 tp1p2b.tp1p2a can be expected. Similarly, from
the different Cu-O distances (dCu-O(1)'1.91 Å compared
with dCu-O(2)'1.93 Å) slightly different values of the trans
fer integralstdp2a and tdp2b are suggested. In addition, th
shorter Cu-O distances compared with Sr2CuO3 (dCu-O
51.95 Å) also suggest further enhanced transfer integr
All these effects are helpful in decreasing the former th
retical value of the anisotropy parameterh toward the ex-
perimental value. A quantitative analysis will be given els
where in connection with a detailed band structure anal
of SrCuO2.

As the hole distribution of both compounds shows a p
nounced similarity, the specific magnetic frustration pres
in SrCuO2 seems to be of no direct relevance for the cha
distribution. Again, this might be a consequence of the sp
charge separation in both the systems.1,2 To summarize, the
pronounced similarity and even the remaining slight diff
ences in the electronic properties of Sr2CuO3 and SrCuO2
can be understood in the framework of our slightly gene
ized four-banddp models.

VII. SUMMARY

To summarize our results, direct experimental inform
tion on the character and symmetry of the intrinsic holes i
-

e-

s

d

al
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ls.
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t
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CuO3 chain has been obtained by polarization-depend
x-ray absorption spectroscopy. The intrinsic holes predo
nantly occupy orbitals in the plane of the CuO4 plaquettes as
in the case of the undoped parent compounds of the highTc

superconductors.
Examining various proposed parameter sets, we h

shown the following.
~i! Combined with an exact diagonalization study of

Cu6O18 cluster, the polarization-dependent O 1s XAS inten-
sities provide a clear constraint on the values of both
intersite Coulomb interactionVpd and the difference of the
on-site energiesDpp for the two inequivalent oxygen sites
Note that other related spectroscopies such as Cu 2p XPS
are not sensitive to the precise values of these paramete10

~ii ! The intersite Coulomb interaction cannot be ignor
in the interpretation of the O 1s XAS data. If one attempts to
set Vpd to zero, unusually low on-site energies of the ou
oxygen sites O~2! must be adopted to reproduce the expe
mentally observed oxygen hole ratioRXAS52np2 /np1
'1.22.

~iii ! For a feasible value of the oxygen on-site ener
difference Dpp;0.5 eV, a strongly enhanced neare
neighbor intersite Coulomb interaction of the order of 2 to
eV is required to reproduceRXAS. Comparison with the
single-band analysis of the EELS data from the sa
system20 points to the non-negligible role of at least
second-neighbor Coulomb interaction, which has be
widely neglected so far in the literature. The oxygen ho
ratio R is markedly sensitive also to the value of the oxyge
oxygen transfer integraltpp . Thereby, unusually large value
of tpp ~exceeding 1 eV! can be excluded on the basis of th
XAS data.

~iv! Combining the present XAS analysis with the resu
of other spectroscopies~EELS, XPS, optical data! and mag-
netic susceptibility measurements we have refineddp model
parameter sets for Sr2CuO3. We found several significan
deviations from the commonly accepted sets for the rela
layered cuprates: for the 1D case enhanced intersite Coul
interactions and transfer integrals as well as a slightly
duced difference of the in-chain oxygen-copper on-site en
gies are necessary.

~v! The unoccupied electronic structure of the single- a
double-chain compounds realized in Sr2CuO3 and SrCuO2 is
found to be rather similar. Small differences can be ascri
to additional interorbitalUpp and intersite Coulomb interac
tion Ṽpd;2.5 eV in SrCuO2 caused by the specific structur
of its double chains. The latter effects are somewhat we
ened by the slight asymmetry of the transfer integrals.

Since our results point to significantly enhancedVpd val-
ues compared to those for typical layered cuprates,
highly doped CuO3 chains of theRBa2CuO3O7 family ana-
lyzed within a slightly modified ‘‘2D’’ derived parameter se
should be reanalyzed with respect to the modified parame
obtained here. In this context the recently reported cha
instability in the CuO3 chains of PrBa2Cu3O7 by Grévin
et al.68 is of special interest since it is well known tha
charge density wave type instabilities can be driven
strongly supported by large intersite Coulomb interaction69

Our approach represents a good starting point for
analysis of other chain cuprate materials with inequival
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oxygen sites such as the double-chain compound SrC2
and the ladder compounds.
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APPENDIX: ESTIMATE OF THE EFFECTIVE ON-SITE
PARAMETER FOR THE SINGLE-BAND MODEL

Since the low-energy EELS measurements of the dyna
cal dielectric response of Sr2CuO3 have been analyzed
h
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n

.

d
r
s

-

n
e

i-

within the single-band extended Hubbard model,20 it is de-
sirable to relate the effective on-site repulsionU (1B) to the
parameters of the four-bandpd model discussed here. T
illustrate this point we consider@analogously to the estimat
of V1B ~Eq. 5!# the following quantity:

u5Dd,2Ud1~2Dp2,21Dp1,2!Up1~^ndnp1&2

12^ndnp2&2!Vpd12^np1np2&2Vpp1^np2anp2b&2Ṽp2p2

1~np1,22np1,2
(0) !Dp1d112~np2,22np2,2

(0) !~Dpp1Dp1d!,

~A1!

which serves as a rough but useful interpolation formulau
'U (1B) at arbitrary parameters. Here the double occupan
Di ,2 ( i 5d,p1 ,p2), the correlation functionŝ•••&2, and the
occupation numbersni ,2 entering Eq.~A1! have been calcu-
lated for the case oftwo holes per unit cell, and̂np2anp2b&
denotes the correlation function between the two equiva
peripheral oxygens ‘‘O(2a)’’ and ‘‘O(2 b)’’ residing on the
same chain unit. The occupation numbers with the sup
script ~0! are calculated by setting the Coulomb interactio
to zero, i.e., in the one-particle limit.
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